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3D Spheroid imaging
 Limitations of traditional U-bottom spheroid plates

Results
Image Segmentation 
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U-bottom 384w spheroid plate
excessive light scatter, difficult to segment
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3D Analysis

 Six essential components for successful high-
resolution imaging of 3D models

Black wall

Efficient sample 
localization with
1 mm well

Continuous, 25μm 
FEP bottom
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Akura™ 384w spheroid plate
reduced light scatter, easy to segment
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Quantification of 
NKX6.1+ islet cells

U-bottom plates produce significant light 
scatter and reduce practical imaging depth

U-bottom plates produce chromatic aberrations 
resulting in poor fluorescent channel registration 

Akura™ 384w plates enable accurate nuclear 
segmentation and detection of co-localized 
nuclear signal throughout the entire spheroid 
volume resulting in the accurate quantification 
of the beta cell population within the pseudo 
islets

U-bottom 384w 
spheroid plate

Akura™ 384w 
spheroid plate
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4 3D ANALYSIS RESULTS:

TOTAL NUCLEAR COUNT   1552

BETA CELL COUNT               799

% BETA CELLS                   51.5%

Quick and easy media exchange

Ideal spheroid culture plate features
 SLAS/ANSI compliance     assures automation compatibility
 ULA coating     promotes spheroid production

Maximize spheroid scalability, minimize loss
 3D well geometry     prevents spheroid loss during culture 
 Small residual volume     ensures accurate exposures and measurements

10µm

Pipetting ledge prevents 
spheroid loss

3D well geometry 
protects spheroid

Gas permeable 
well bottom

Round bottom designed 
for spheroid production, 
not imaging

Unintended aspiration 
of spheroids during:
- Medium exchange
- Staining
- Clearing

Curved surface prone 
to optical aberrations

Imaging restricted to 
LWD low NA objectives

Low-quality, low-
resolution images

Ideal 3D imaging plate features
 Black walls     minimize crosstalk
 Microtissue compartment     facilitates spheroid localization

Minimize spherical and chromatic aberrations
 Flat, ultrathin, transparent bottom     minimizes RI mismatch
 Compatibility with high NA objectives     maximizes signal

Adapted from Wardwell-Swanson et al., 2020 SLAS Discovery

DAPI stained pseudoislet
with segmentation

DAPI stained pseudoislet
with segmentation

Small viewing port

ULA Surface

3D well geometry

Efficient gas 
exchange

Transparency

Planarity

The Akura ™384 platform combines all these features in one plate
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